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Creating genuine value — the focus for our corporate vision 
and the foundation we’ve built upon for over 150 years. 

Everyone we touch — customers, dealers, stockholders, 

employees and the global community has a vested interest 

in our continuing commitment to quality in products, 

services and relationships. 

We're not only the world’s leading agricultural equipment 

manufacturer, but also a top producer of industrial and lawn 

and grounds care equipment and gaining new market share 

from our diversification into credit, insurance and health 
management service. 

Behind our concentration on continuous improvement is our 

investment in Research and Development and capital 

expenditures. This is coupled with our awareness that as 

a leader, we safeguard and sustain the environment we’re all 

a part of. 

As an Equal Opportunity Employer, we look ahead to an 

exciting future for all concerned. Together we can meet new 
oD al V i S i O challenges and enjoy the inherent rewards. 

G\° nN As needs develop, openings will vary in 
PR A on Valu Engineering, Accounting, Finance, Marketing and 

ce ¢ Computer Science. We also offer specialized 
Qe Opportunities in our Health Management 

Te, Service, Credit and Insurance subsidiaries. 

fr .e 2 > Manager, Recruiting 

- lm \ . _ Department CR-110 
Cc — Deere & Company 

~~ _ John Deere Road 
?)?- _ Moline, Illinois 61265
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-| My Editorial - 
rd ef | a.k.a. True Story 

. ee : 

by: M ~~ 3 y . e 
~ ae 

ey »_ | Maybe this won’t be too bad and we'll We just have to practice the presenta- 
ee ee z finish it up pretty soon. I’ll miss the tion a couple more time. It’s a 

i? as ot g > 2 18 Packer game, but at least I’llbe done. | PowerPoint presentation and we have 
ee ae ea OG 2 Don’t laugh, it might happen. ProEngineer drawings and even a 

oe OS computer animation. I hope it was 
Editor-in-Chief: Jon Furniss Sunday 12/8/96: 6:12 pm - Still at the — worth it. I just want to sleep. 
S aturday 12/7/96: 10:52 pm - Com Computer Lab at General Engineer- 

puter Lab at Mechanical Engi- ing Monday 12/9/96: 2:30 pm - Lobby at 
neering Building Scratch what I said before, that wasn’t Mechanical Engineering Building 
Well, I’ve been told that when you me talking. We've been here about six Almost time. I’ma little nervous, but 
don’t know what to write you should hours and I fear that there’s no endin I don’t know why. Like I said the other 
just write what your feeling and see _ sight. I vaguely remember what it was | day —who really cares about this any- 
what happens. So I guess that’s what __ like to actually have a life. Really, it way? I guess I never thought about it 
V'll do. I'll write what I’m feeling and wasn’t that long ago. Really. You much, but I care. We did a lot of work 
maybe we'll get an editorial out of it. know, just once I’d like to see my _ this semester and this is our chance to 

group members ina setting other than _ show it. We took an idea all the way 
Right now I’m tired and frazzled. I've a computer lab. On that note, we are from the conception to the final design. 
been in the same computer lab for about to leave which I think isa good _ I never thought I’d be able to do any- 
about ten hours. It’s Saturday andthe _ thing. Unfortunately, we’re only go- _ thing like that. I guess I really did 
final report in my senior design class _ ing to this guy’s work so that we can learn something here. Of course, I 
is due Monday (at 3:30 to be specific). use his big printer and copier. We’ll suppose that will be proved one way 
My group and I have to do a major have fun now — right. or the other by the presentation. Wish 
presentation and hand in the final us luck. 
written report. We have a lot done, Monday 12/9/96: 1:04 am - Nameless 
but as with any design, it seems as Gury’s Place of Employment Monday 12/9/96: 6:00 pm - Computer 
though we’re never done. I suppose Thank God for Kinko’s. What would Lab at Mechanical Engineering 

at some time we'll just have to say for-_ students do without 24 hour copy Building 
get it and settle for whatever we have shops. Me and another guy just got Finished!! I’m back where I started 
done at the time. At this point don’t — back from the copy shop. We dropped writing this, but this time I’m finished. 
mind. I think that may be the best. a little over 40 dollars so that every- Ihave to tell you, that went well. Ev- 

one in the group could have a copy of _ eryone was really impressed — in- 
I guess I just don’t understand why we _ this magnificent piece or work (yes cluding myself. I didn’t really think 
have to do all this junk. We have tons _ this is sarcasm). I guess it’s a small about how much effort we put into 
of ACAD drawings and calculations. _ price to pay if it means the end’s in _ that. I’m pretty proud of the work we 
Why do we have to write this formal _ sight. I think I can see the light at the did. I guess I thought it was a lot at 
report with a big presentation? Noone _ end of the tunnel. I had better run, I _ the time, and I did a lot of complain- 
will really care that much anyway. I’m _ think they’re getting upset with me _ ing, but in the end it was worth it. I 
not happy. Oh well, [suppose should — because I keep writing this. think it was some of the best work I’ve 
get back to it. ever done. I guess that whole thing 

Monday 12/9/96: 5:45 am - Still at was pretty fun. I’m going to miss my 
Sunday 12/8/96: 12:00 pm-Computer Nameless Guy’s Place of Employ- group — they were good guys. I’m 
Lab at General Engineering Building ment going to miss this place. It was pretty 
A new day, I guess I should get to Justshoot me now — please. Boy, was _ hard and I complained a lot while I 
work on my project, but I think I'll I ever wrong about that light. When __was here, but I’m proud of having 
spend a few minutes on this first. we got there it was a lighted arrow gone here and to have earned an en- 
Maybe it’s just because Ionly gothere (like those at construction sites) tell- gineering degree. I think it was all 
a few minutes ago, but I feel a little ing us we were going the wrong way. _ worth it. 
better today than I did last night. Actually, we’re almost done (I think). -Jon Furniss 
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The People Behind 

Te is an Expo year as a result ——————E>-_——— ae 

Chuck Hwang and Jonas Zahn are |. 

practically living in that decrepit shack ae 

on the corner of University and Breese, @ ~ =4 : 

huddled in their little office talking, oS rl 

planning and fighting their way to- 4 »~ 
ward complete organization. Chuck ;}S 

and Jonas are the executive co-chairs A i, 

for Engineering Expo 1997 which . Lo : 

means that they have excessive claims I a <a oe - ’ 

on their so-called “free-time.” But be- a. - <— 6 Cen ca ms 

fore you hear all about Chuck and by i Mane ao ad _ 

Jonas, here’s a review on what Expo cr. * «A * SO ee aT ae ma S 

's Be RR hg ee: 
Phi. 4. At | tee ne - . 

The definition found on their web * 4 2 a ~ Ae i a |< 

page (www.cae. wisc.edu/~expo) is - ' 2S 4 ‘se 6 6g a i ne 

the following: , ie . a ll 8 

“Expo is a biennial student organized Jonas Zahn and Scott McKenzie take a break from all the meetings and 

exhibition whose purpose is to ac- Stress of EXPO to build with legos. 

quaint the public with recent techno- The large attention grabber for Expo _ always thrilled to have more volun- 

logical advances developed in the 1997 willbe the Robot Triathlon which __ teers. To get involved just contact the 

College of Engineering and through- is scheduled to be held in the people who make this all happen. 

out industry.” Fieldhouse. There will also be indus- 

trial exhibits, graduate and under- Chuck Hwang is a native of Taiwan 

The first Expo was organized as the _ graduate student exhibits, various stu- who came to Madison at the age of 

result of a riot in 1938 to focus the stu- dent organization exhibits and high _ three. He spent most of his life in Min- 

dents’ energy. The riot was between school, middle school and elementary _nesota and returned to Madison to at- 

the engineering students and the law _ school involvement. The purpose of _ tend college where he is majoring in 

students over the correct classification _ this huge technology fair is to expose Chemical Engineering. He can be 

of Saint Patrick. Each group believed as many people as possible to the reached at his email adress which is 

that Saint Patrick was a master of their progress being made in industry due hwangc@caelab1.cae.wisc.edu, and 

respective programs. It is unclear as to technological advancements. An- Jonas Zahn can be reached by email at 

to whether or not this mystery has — other major goal is to spark orencour- —_zahn@caelab1.cae.wisc.edu. Jonas is 

i ff) Juneau, a small townin Wiscon- 

The first Expo was organized as the result of _ sin. His decision to attend college at 
. = 5 all was influenced when he attended 

a riot in 1938 to focus the students’ energy xp 1993 asa senior in high school. 

—————————————OOOOOOOOOeeEee _oes_asasesous='_—- He is now here at Madison majoring 

been resolved, but Expo has continued age the growth of an interest in engi- in Civil and Environmental Engineer- 

to thrive ever since. Expo 1995 boasted neering as an exciting, ever-changing —_ ing. Jonas wants to pass the influence 

international attendance of over sev- and challenging field of study toeven- _ Expo had on his life to other potential 

enty industrial and student exhibits as tually build a career in. If this is of in- college students. 

well as fourteen thousand additional terest to you, and you would like tO 

visitors. play a part in this year’s Expo theyare Continued on page 5 
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Supercomputing for 

[i you want to see what the Com and students (both graduate and un- are seven HP735/99is. There are also 
puter Aided Engineering (CAE)  dergraduate) with a project or inter- other larger HP’s and several Silicon 

computer labs will look like in five _ est in these areas can use the equip- Graphics machines. 
years, take a look at the Model Ad- ment and consulting facilities at the 
vanced Facility (MAF) lab, located in MAR Of particular interest is the Condor 
187 CAE. The principal function of the system, which links several hundred 
MAF (founded in the spring of 1994) The MAF’s Hardware in CAE and across campus. A batch 
is to preview new hardware and soft- As you would expect from a lab spe- job submitted to Condor is run on 
ware for the College of Engineering, — cializing in modelling and visualiza- _ whatever workstations are unused. If 
in advance of COE’s four year replace- _ tion, the hardware at the MAF is re- a workstation becomes occupied dur- 
ment cycle. This means that as new markable. The centerpiece is the IBM ing the Condor job, Condor switches 
and advanced computer equipment SP-2 supercomputer, with 16 parallel _ the job to the next available worksta- 
becomes available, the MAF tries to computing nodes, each with a one _ tion, without loss of CPU cycles. Be- 
obtain samples. Almost all of this — gigabyte hard disk and 128 megabytes cause Condor runs jobs during off- 
equipmentis obtained through grants, _ of RAM. This means, as the staff puts peak hours, it is possible to obtain the 
loans or gifts. it, that, “This machine has more RAM __ use of years of CPU time in a single 

than a big home machine has hard _ semester. 
The MAF concentrates its efforts in ar- drive space.” The SP-2 generally runs 
eas growing quickly in capability and Fortran, Pascal or C programs, submit- The MAF's Software 
interest. It is currently concentrating ted as batch jobs. It is not possible to The software available at the MAF is 
its efforts in the areas of engineering — work interactively on the SP-2. The some of the newest and most capable 
animation, data visualization, and par- hardware workhorses of the MAF are available. The software used for ani- 
allel/distributed computing. Faculty Hewlett Packard workstations. There mation is Wavefront and Vislab. These 

packages, costing hundreds of 
SSS Sl SS ae a thousands of dollars are able to im- 

A 7 a i ee a a port static models and motion data 
Bo “a a WZ a [a from other modelling programs ae |) ae ye [a danimate th del: di Pisa Yl \ Gees Ok rea hs and animate the models according 
a at Bye aw — a || ae a / to the wishes of the user. This is 
= A bs et a= oa AG ‘| a 9 y J} the same software used by Indus- ae © a > = =| g en y ff trial Light and Magic to produce 

pe aa . <A Sl & as xi y y | special effects for movies such as 
> —) IS T= Re ~~ y iy. Terminator II and Jurassic Park. 

y \\ oe Se y/. awa h ea te > . 79] Data visualization software pack- 
S \ a Wee ; \ ~S i of ages can import large data files 
\ 4m ae ¥ generated elsewhere, as on the SP- 
<i \\s 7 Na 2 supercomputer, and apply visual 

ViRageal forms to the data, making the 
~~ oY = meaning of the data much more 

y hOUP eS ‘Sa \K NY “4 8 apparent. Examples of this kind of 
a , co : \ we \e \ a 7 problem are finite element analy- 

: __ } ee NN |§ sis, such as the flow of air across 
f - $s an airplane wing. 
MAF director, Todd Tannenbaum, demonstrates the wavefront software 
that can be used in engineering animation. 
SS ELT ESTES SST ST RU ST EST] 
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Future Plans MAF will soon receive a VR setup of the MAF. Additionally the MAF 

Since the MAF intends to stay ahead called an “Immersadesk,” a seven by maintains two lists: one of students 

of the rising technology curve, plans _ eight foot module that projects a VR _ seeking a faculty sponsor for a project; 

are already advanced for the next image toa viewer wearing LCD shut- and the other of faculty members seek- 

stage of equipment to be installed. Ac- ter glasses and a gaze tracker. The _ ing a student to work on an existing 

screen will provide — project. The MAF actively matches 

— OO very high resolu- students with sponsors. Students can 

The MAF is currently tiontotheuserand receive credit and sometimes pay 

. . . be driven by a Sili- while learning advanced computing 

concentrating mainly in the areas con Graphics Onyx _ skills. or ee reports that sev. 

of engineering animation, data computer. eral students have gone on to receive 

. . . job offers based on their 

visualization, and parallel/ How to Become an RapeRORIpUtIT skills gained at the 

distributed computing MAF User MAR 
————— ee Students with a 

project roughly Author Bio: Jim Feldman is a return- 

cording to MAF director Todd covered by the areas of focus at MAF _ ing student working toward a TCC cer- 

Tannenbaum, the next stage is real (animation, engineering data visual- tification. He is publishing a compre- 

time interactive animation and its cor- ization, and parallel/ distributed pro- _ hensive history of the University build- 

ollary- virtual reality (VR). graming) who havea faculty advisor _ ings. 
Tannenbaum is “95% sure” that the for their project can use the facilities 

|S TS SPST 

continued from Pg. 3 the “Legos” project alone. It is obvi- in the preparation of Expo 1997 will 
e-—_—————- —————= ous that there isanenormous amount come in April when they can see 

Both Chuck and Jonas agree that this of enthusiasm for this campus-wide _ everyone's time, effort, sacrifice and 

responsibility has enhanced their lead- _ activity. Both Chuck and Jonas have _ vision become a reality in the actual 

ership and teamwork skills, as wellas been involved with Expo for about presentation of Engineering Expo 

expanded their networking options two years. Chuck’s involvement 1997. They combine their individual 

within the College of Engineering and stemmed from being a volunteer at _ strengths to expand the availability of 

industry. A great deal of organiza- which point he became, “...fascinated _ opportunities that come from partici- 

tional skills as well as vision and an with the goals and ideals of Expo.” _ pating in Expo to as many people as 

enormous amount of patience and Jonas’ visit to Expo in 1993, “...gave possible and to ultimately make Expo 

dedication will be essential to make [him] the inspiration to seek education __ the biggest success they can. 

their dream for this year’s Expo are- at the University of Wisconsin-Madi- 

ality. To help Chuck and Jonas accom- _ son in the College of Engineering”. Author Bio: Sara Vail is going into 

plish this feat are thirteen committee Industrial Engineering and enjoying 

chairpersons who each have people Chuck and Jonas are working together her “active” semester of SWE, Wiscon- 

helping them. Just to give an idea of to help Expo grow and expand to _ sin Engineer and more SWE. 

how large the involvement in Expois, reach its utmost potential. They feel 

there are over sixty people working on __ that the biggest thrill of being leaders 

é Ou oh rAd 

be he Wi o onsin Er jineer nee eds YOU! 3 oe Te ee eros ' 

We are currently seeking people for the Ifyou are interested in joining the fast 
following positions: = == paced world of magazine production, 
| Layout desic n contact Matt Vokoun, Jennifer Schultz, or 

ee ete es ogi el the’ ine Je  . 
ka ee 
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The Valentine’s Guide to Happiness 

for the Engineering Student 

I: that time of year as " ; Fe " ef et Fee : qe 
\ again, when lovebirds | | a ra ry ; ey Ma | 

everywhere begin singing |g B71, ag af. ‘ ‘ | 
their songs and people He I is i LAC 1 I Bet ca ay yt 
gaze starry-eyed at their Hy aS *,., } i aoe — dle gill 

That's right, it’s almost oN €3 Ly soi AO? ll, esa oll Ren 
Valentine’s Day, the 14th ff / Cie bien we” we 
of February, the date aes WEP ON ge ee 
when St. Valentine was /amy ! ‘ ore . = 
beheaded and martyred eh y" / x Pah ‘ 
during the persecution of on 4 eee © ghausery LITTLE CUPID 
the Christians in the 3rd See - ae BREAKING HEARTS FOR PLBY, 

sd century, Historically IM gma jy MONT YOU BRING A KEART TO NE reporte at there were [7 30 a eee " 
- two St. Valentine’s; one NY | # gic Ms tae pooh THIS LOVERS DAY? - 

was a Roman priest and (a wa —_—_-— — 
____ the other a Bishop of Terni 
YS in Italy. However, these two people may infacthave ~ SSS 

Lea, been the same person. St. Valentine may have been The tradition of sending 

a taken from Terni to Rome for the beheading, and Valenti I t 
NS people along the way, due to the lack of communi- alentines relates to a 
a cation, may have thought that there were two St. medieval belief that the birds 

___-Valentine’s. ‘ 
oo begin to mate on February 14 

. Although St. Valentine (one or both of them) was 
~ beheaded on February 14th, the xcdaging fa —_—_—_—_—_—_—— 

__ entine cards and gifts is not due to St. Valentine or _ End of history lesson. So it’s almost Valentine’s Day 
his martyrdom. Rather, the tradition of sending Val- and you're a loveless engineering student search- 
entines relates to a medieval belief that the birds _ ing for that special someone. Or, maybe you already 
begin to mate on February 14. As Chaucer put it in have a sweetheart but want to add some spice to 
Parlement of Foules, “For this was on seynt your relationship. Or, maybe you couldn’t care less 
Valentynes day whan every foul cometh ther to about a sweetheart but want to beat the winter blahs. 
chese his make.” 

In any case, I’ve come up with some suggestions to 
Now for some interesting logic developed in the ponder during this season of love. 
14th century: Since the birds begin to mate on Feb- 
ruary 14, people should exchange tokens of their Try some of the following ideas and see if your Val- 
love on this day as well. This tradition has carried _ entine happiness doesn’t multiply exponentially. 
on through the years, with paper valentines begin- Good luck and Happy Valentine’s Day! 
ning in the 16th century, and modern-day gifts in- 
cluding chocolates, candy, balloons, stuffed bears, Author Bio: Sarah Storm is a hopelessly romantic 
and edible underwear. chemical engineer. 
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Stand on the engineering foun- [yy aS 
~ tain and proclaim your love to. |i 4 es ; —_— 

our significant other. . \ = ’ 

@ Create a computer valentine at “ 
CAE and send it to everyone e ’ 
you know. <a y 

@ Calculate how many red cinna- A sl 7 

mon hearts a person would 

have to eat in order to get sick. od 

yy Using diffusion theory, calculate 

the amount of perfume or co- f % 

logne that you would need to 

apply in orderto overcome your | 

entire engineering class. e ~ 

9 E-mailall potential sweethearts | a “ ot 
and ask them out to study. "" . a ‘ —& ih — 

~ Hum love songs while studying your calculus/physics/engineering or any other 

subject. 

9 Put heart stickers on your calculator. ” 

~ Dress in all red and don’t forget your pocket protector. eh 

a 
9g Concoct a love potion based on the ionic theory of attraction. Ww 

vo “Engineer” a bouquet of flowers. od 

VU Calculate the frequency and wavelength of the vibrations of your loved one’s 

heartstrings. 

3] Create a matrix of differential equations describ- ra 
i ; ; Z A Vald ing the behavior of two humans in love. CES US ie 

y Calculate your heart rate when you're in the pres- WV ae 

ence of that special someone. Vi Ci be 

gy Diagram the exact place in your heart that can- 

cels out all logical thoughts at the mention of your 

lover’s name. 

(EES SS ET] 
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Volunteer Work - 
Overseas in Ukraine 
Oa Safety and Heatlh contradiction, mismatched pieces country is precariously teetering on 

Administration (OSHA) would within a puzzle. Things just didn’t the edge of successful privatization 
condemn most of the country, while seem to fit, but then this thought and becoming a world bread basket. 
Monet would dot a canvas with changed. Perhaps there wasn’t a 
beautiful impressions of the same contradiction between people and Volunteer Work 
buildings, structures, landscape, and environment, but a contrast in The reasons for volunteer work, and 
people. appearance. Ukrainians care about working in under-developed 

conditions, but don’t have the countries, for me, are as vague as they 
Ukraine has many cities where resources to change everything. are plenty. Try it for the travel, 
sanitary conditions need work, adventure, language, exposure, 
buildings standinneglet oad —>—_—>>EE experience, curiosity, pleasure, misery 
crumble, open man-holes and major Driving a car in or as a way to pass time. 
sidewalk cracks await you, hot water # . . 

only runs in the morning, hallway Ukraine is much like In September 1996, I volunteered to 
lights rest cold to save energy and it riding a bike in work with Volunteers in Overseas 
just isn’t like home. Add to that a ‘ i, ai Cooperative Assistance (VOCA) in 
difficult language and Cyrillic Madison, Wisconsin; Ukraine for three weeks. I’ve wanted 
alphabet; now it’s easy for foreigners i to work overseas for a long time - 
to feel intimidated. " 6 Stop signs, lanes, although I can’t really say why - 

and pedestrians are maybe to learn a new language, 
Is there a paradox or a contrast? simply obstacles or experience something different, or just 
At first, [saw Ukraine as a country of . 3 travel. So, this was an opportunity. 
paradoxes. Buildings were crumbling objects to be ignored 
and dirty, yet among them walked = 2 A¢ times I seriously questioned the 
well-groomed, well-dressed residents. sanity of this decision. Upon arrival, I 
Busy sidewalks had dangerous holes, On the other hand it has beauty... discovered that the toliet in the airport 
yet planned repairs weren’tapparent; Once, on a river bank among empty was merely a hole in the floor, the 
people simply walked around them. bottles, partially submerged tires,and _ buildings were crumbling and almost 
Manhole covers were missing onside thick slimy water, a cluster of slum-like and the water was 
streets; cars dodged them as they did — sunflowers caught my eye. Actually contaminated. I was also struck by the 
the unfixed pot holes. the flowers drew me in. The contrast unlit rooms, the soiled mattresses and 

was wonderful. Later that day, an _ other differences from home. 
In the rural districts a small cemetery evening sun created silhouettes— 
emerged from the mists of a large radiant impressions of those same Things are different... 

impressive corn field. Combines with crumbling buildings and structures. Driving a car in Ukraine is much like 
flat tires and pieces missing lined a Beauty revealed itself to a wearied, riding a bike in Madison, Wisconsin. 
metal graveyard, while large fertile puzzled traveler. Stop signs, lanes, and pedestrians are 
fields awaited the harvest. Long, open simply ignored. That’s were the 
wires carried radio broadcasts to Rural Ukraine, in some ways, reflects comparison ends. Urban Ukrainian 
villages. Freshly cleaned and _ its cities. Fields, fenced by trees, adults don’t believe it’s dignified to 
whitewashed barns awaited Belgium appear organized and well planned. _ ride bicycles. 
cows. Tired farmers rested in a cold _ The soil is rich, the weather is fair, and 
yet elaborately painted sanitarium. the terrain is suited to agriculture. Yet, Police in Ukraine are frequently on 

half the fields are left barren. foot, yet automobile drivers are 
For two weeks I couldn’t shake this Machinery is old, broken and obedient enough to stop when 
thought - the paradox, the inadequate to cultivate the land. The whistled at. Blowing a whistle seems 
SL La I TT ST TS ET BT EU ET] 
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to be enough, and Friday isa good day Money matters... construction, repair and growth is 
to be blownat. My Ukrainian host told As of September 1996, gryvnias and distributed randomly. Money is 
me how you're very likely to be kopiykas became Ukraine’s official availabe for seemingly non-essentials, 
randomly stopped by the police on currency. The former karbovanet _ but not for necessities. | walked away, 
Fridays. The weekend is near, and the (coupon) had five more zeros. Inother sharing this confusion with my 
police need money. words, cheap vodka use to cost interpreter - wondering if I’d 

350,000 karbovanet, but now it costs misunderstood. 

People told me that Ukrainians mostly 3.50 gryvnia. 
eat in. I also heard that dinner guests “Immigrants in their own country” 

A Peace Corp volunteer com- 
| Tin. A — = sat) mented that, “Ukrainians are 

a \ SS : = SN ntti, iss io immigrants in their own 

alt = SL 7s = eo ee ing, “They have lost so much 
ieee || =) Sa Sa economically that they must 

: | | | ae | lp ail — =) aa a build up their lives from 
Pe Hi a ie ae Wie ie ey ! im scratch, just like immigrants 

ih! 1 Ua ae it HH Mi if iy to America.” He felt this was 
4) ey a LAL | | i y also true of the political sys- 
(Ba a Os LL] tnt : tem - it also smut be rebuilt, 
Lee See eer Sc ee arom 
A BS | sige ‘ga i | 5 <2 sa As the country continues to 

P ae le ‘ ed me ag privatize, the economy seeks 
Hy 2 [ed | ee | Ad Bi | Be stability. New enterprises 

\ *\ a Lt i \ mr ol ‘ 8 sprout, like wind planted 
= ay! bi i Ene PS ‘iy X A me a 3 nt H ® seeds, as these “immigrants” 

fs YE z al wl ) fg aa ae ‘ © taste capitalism. Perhaps their 

| y/ aT ou lad aaa "i i, ae - 4 8 fondness of poets, historians, 

|_aa cemeconmecar | eRe = & and monuments says much 
On one of the more typical street scenes of the Ukraine, a visitor will usually to their credit - they have 
find that the buildings are run down, but still functional. much to take pride in. 

leave the table with very plump . j ; 
bellies. This led me to wonder: do __ Prices are relatively low compared to mw = Bate 
Ukrainian’s eat in because good American standards. A fresh loaf of My welcome to Ukraine, the Kiev 
restaurants are too hard to find, bread costs about 70 kopiyka. Coffee Tyternational airport, felt cold. The 
unsanitary, or costly. I think perhaps _ prices varied: a cup ranged from 50 Corridors were chilly, unlighted, and 
it’s acombination of Ukrainians being kopiyka to two gryvnia. The exchange empty. Toilets were holes in ground. 
good hosts, and being safe from food _ rate, in September, averaged about My departure was the opposite. The 
contamination. 1.73 gryvnia (173 kopiyka) per U.S. departure area was pleasant, clean, and 

. . . . dollar. well lighted. The toilets were 
Water is contaminated with bacteria equivalent to those at home. 
and chemicals. Boiling kills the Americans often pay higher prices. 
bacteria, but chemicals remain. My flight from Kiev to This last view of Ukraine only served 

Searching for water becomes a daily Dnepropetrovsk cost $80. The same, reinforce my changing thoughts. My 
task. Small kiosks (eight foot square flight cost my Ukrainian interpreter lasting impression is one of contrasts 
grocery stores) carry liters of water, but $20. The hotel, in Dnepropetrovsk,  poiween people, the surroundings, and 
non-carbonated and non-sodium cost me $48, and the interpreter $16. structures. 

waters are hard to come by. The art center cost me two gryvnia, 

. . and the interpreter 50 kopiyka. Author Bio: Roger Bindl is a consult- 
In many ways I liked the differences . ant with extensive background in com- 
in Ukraine. Small enterprises thrive (in | Money is a major concern in Ukraine. puters and telecommunications. Also, 
quantity if notin profitability), people Severe inflation appears under with an exploration disposition, and 
appear homey, and there’s a certain control, but precautions are still in fondness of travel, he recently volun- 

sense of innocence that U.S. residents _ effect. Some wages are withheld, as a teered three weeks to teach internet, 

lack. control measure. People wait and electronic publishing and telecommu- 

wonder if they'll be paid. Money for ications in Ukraine. 
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For Entertainment Purposes Only ... 

11\ /ou’re an engineer, aren’t you?” I know what you are 
Yiivery group in the world hasa thinking. I handed 

stereotype, whether or not they actu- out copies of your g Si ae OT 
ally apply, and engineers are no excep- journal to everyone I y ae ah ey tei iate th 
tion. | wondered, to what extent do surveyed. They are |} _ le  _ | a <x 
people hold specific stereotypes ofen- on to you! They <a ‘GSN | rT | tL} 4 aia 4 ‘| 
yineers, and how well do they apply? know about a ica DOU oc gineers, an 'y apply ° out your fees i | Uy] | Na 
In the past, people could pick out en- Saturday night dates a UU) ] € ' y oa o lB! = pe 
gineers by the ever familiar slide rule at the CAE and your ; ui ip. 5. Pa al 
they wore on their belts. Technology passion for greasy e ct thet Y 7] | 

has eliminated slide rules, but has it tools. They also Ve A a rt] | Pe 
also managed to eliminate much ofthe know how much iV > \ Bh [| 
stereotype? I aimed to find out what — you talk to yourself PLN 1) | i \ i ys 
non-engineering students on campus and how uninter- a ma a7) a 

thought of engineers by having them ested you are in ¢ 5 mC ~ 
fill out a survey. Then, [had engineer- what they have to | <, 3 : @ | » _ & 

ing students take the same survey to say. So what do you aL a 4 3 
see how they compared. I told people _ really think? m9 i A 3 
that they need not have any opinions } P a y rs 
atall, in order to avoid inducing aste- “Let Me Tell You c ee = 5 

TeOWy Pes but Honetheless| people had. About Myself” . Are these fun-loving band members engineers or ° 
their opinions. Actually, we engi- not? 

neering students . 
“Let Me Tell You About Yourself” have a remarkably strong stereotype | ing). We managed to reach an agree- 
Generally you, the engineering stu- of ourselves that very closely matches ment on the environmental issue, 
dent, are an intelligent, hard-working, that of non-engineers. We said we however. We care!! We really care! 
logical and technically-minded indi- have strong math skills, are motivated, 

vidual who has the ability to solve hard-working, analytical and intelli- “Throw Me A Beer!!” 

problems. You enjoy spending quality gent. We are problem solvers and de- _ The voice of the non-engineer says that 
time with machines and computers _ cision makers. The level of creativity we turn down all drugs except the 

ever popular alcohol, with the rule, 
“Weekends only.” We drink some- 

Generally you, the engineering student, are —_ where between a little below average 
. 5 . . to a little above average, but in gen- 

an intelligent, hard-working, logical, and eral are very sensible and responsible. 

technically minded individual ... Not bad traits, I suppose, unless you 
really want to have a lot of fun. 

and tend to be introverted and quite _ still remains split between the ex- So are they right? The response from 
boring. And, oh yes, you are also a __tremes of having no creativity and _ the inside, asa whole, would probably 
male with that “macho” attitude. You having a lot of it. We are also stillmen, be best described as, “I don’t know!” 

may be creative, or not, they can’t which I find interesting since I can’t Each engineer seems to have a defi- 
seem to decide; nor can they decide recall ever being a man (however, it is _ nite opinion on this topic, but the opin- 
on whether or not you have any con- true that statistically there are still ions do not all match. Some shout, 
cern for the environment. more men than women in engineer- “Drink, drink, drink!,” while others 
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shout, “Booze is bad!” One participant — work in our definition of socializing. | How can it be that others see us do- 
argued the pro-side of drinking, “[The “I Pulled An All-nighter...Again” ing all of these fun things that we 
engineering student] always leaves Hooray!! The first sign of total and claim not to be interested in? I guess 
time for what is important.” Also,one complete agreement among the Uni- we should add this to our list of mys- 
generally thinks about the wild fresh- versity of Wisconsin-Madison!! Engi- __teries of the universe. 
man and the sensible senior, but the neers are widely known to study more 
results of the survey did not show that _ than the average citizen (at the Uni- __ It’s a Bird! It’s a Plane! No, it’s an En- 

this was necessarily the case. versity). We are diligent, intense,hard, gineering Student! 
and long studiers. One non-engineer Can people pick us out as we are 

“Party!” said that he sees 
So how much do we socialize? Do We sat Wadd IE—eE>~_ _ > _EEyyyy>———— 
hide in our rooms with the door _ the time. Let's all Engineering students have a 
locked, or are we throwing up on _ say “Hi!” One of 
street corners while hundreds of ad- _ the engineers said remarkably strong stereotype of 

miring friends look on? Our friendsin that we are not ourselves that closely matches 
other majors say, again, “Weekends _ procrastinators. . 
only!” Some of us get out more than What do you that of non-engineers 

others, but we are sure tontt iA Jf O11} ___ 
the phone until Friday night rolls answer at once 
around. They also noted that we, as now. walking down the street? In general, 
birds of a feather, tend to flock to- no, they said that they can’t. So does 

gether. We socialize mainly with other Something Fun To Do that mean the stereotype is lifting? 
engineers, and do a lot with different What are our interests and hobbies? Well, no, it doesn’t. Aside from the 

engineering groups. “Survey says..” we like to fix things, small number who thought they 
create things and build models. Neat!! could pick us out due to our outstand- 

For the most part, we agree with them. We are pretty handy! We also like ing geekiness, the rest said that they 
We don’t do a whole lot in the area of _ sports, marching band, Trivial Pursuit — couldn’t pick us out unless they heard 
fun until the end of the week,and our and reading engineering magazines. __us talk. No one cared to explain what 
main group of friends consists of other Who could argue? Those allsound like they meant, but I think we can call 
engineers. However, we do socialize fun things to do. upon our imaginations to conjur up a 
a lot outside of weekends, it just may really good guess. They did, however, 
not actually be any fun. Misery loves What did we think? Strangely, we explain their stereotype of how we 
company, and so we all get together _ think we are much more boring than _ usually look, even though they may 
to sweat blood over the same home- _ that. We only stated hobbies and in- _not be confident that it is an engineer 
work assignments. So here, the inter- _ terests to be related to math, comput- _ they are seeing. They say we dress 
esting fact is that we seem to be the — ers and our careers. What happened _ more conservatively than the rest of 
only college on campus that includes _ here? Where did all our zest for lifego? the campus, with tennis shoes, 

oR ———— oom sweatshirts and jeans being the norm. 
a cc} i . One person also said that a marching 
i | 4a | . onl band uniform was a rather good en- 
|e = Ue ra 6 gineering indicator. Another person 
ed _ > a . J said that they look like everyone else 

IL 4 Poe 43 . } f . unless they are in Engineering Hall. I 
ae > >| . ool it ; . think we ought to have this phenom- 

' - » 4 * - | enon looked into! Headlines would 
aay i eo | read, “Students Physically Altered 

an Lo q Sates Upon Entering Engineering Hall: 
| : he oh va Technological Experimentation Sus- 
' ty | pars Ce _ pected.” 

\ | Gt a ae 3 
— y : ea Vf E i i wa 2 G % a | a ce , Y) rls And now, the other side of the coin. 

F qf i ( i | i AW us oe RN ie he a, : is Can we pick each other out? We didn’t 

- a ae EE a iN. - s P< seem to agree on this one. Those who 

[ec u yO { ’ i 8 responded affirmatively said things 
Re é ee a PSS ET 2 3 like, “They look like ees? and, ° 

Engineers enjoying some free time or non-engineers? You make the SR 

call. continued on page 21 
a a a OTST 
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Helium Three as a New 

Lone into the twenty-first cen per year. The big question is, Harpe racic orm anininenes 
tury, the need for an alternative | where are we going to get all 

energy source to fuel the world’s de- _ of this energy? By the year 
mand for more power, is becoming in- 2050 we will have used ex- 
creasingly apparent. How long can __ tensive amounts of our natu- 
the world’s oil reserves last? How __ ral resources in order to meet [Veen Conant Parra 

long can we use coal for combustion? the energy needs of the g 
Is nuclear power a safe and endless _ world. In fact, it is estimated 8 
energy source? What happens when __ that the oil and natural gas C8) eS = 
the earth’s natural resources finally reserves could be essentially 6 
run dry? All of these problems could — exhausted by the year 2050. ee iret 8 
be solved if we could finda new abun- The world’s energy use has 3 
dant energy source. Well, it just so increased four- fold since — ' 
happens that we have a new energy _—_1940. Imagine the amount of energy The gases at extreme temperatures in — 

source that we are not taking advan- _ we will need if it increases another the sun’s atmosphere form ions thatya” J 

tage of. Helium three or *He fusion _ four-fold in the next fifty years. As of get trapped in magnetic flux lines, Ce ; 

could solve the energy problems of | January 1995, the world’s fossil fuel — which carry the ions throughout the ya { 

the world for centuries to come. “He __ reserves totaled around 7.5trillionboe. solar system. Solar wind contains ‘ 

is found here on earth in relatively _ (boe = Barrels of oil equivalent) When about four percent heliumytraveling at» | 

small amounts, which makes it very most of this is gone in 2050, we will 450 km/s. This*helium contains both ‘ 

difficult to recover. However, it is certainly need another form of energy. 2He and *He which comes from the he- 

present in large quantities other It wouldn’t be a bad guess to say that jium that escape the sun without un- i 

places in the galaxy, most importantly, the next major war fought on earth dergoing fusion, So essentially, this a 

the moon. will be related to energy and natural solar wind travels through space de- ‘ 4 

Ses §— eSources. If a new source of energy positing this He on the surface of the Fal 

is discovered it will be possible to moon. eS i 
The need for more eliminate this ouantells dramatic “ee We 
power is enormous situation that could arise by the year , One day Dear Bollinger, the Dean, of 

# . 2050. Engineering atthe University. of Wis- 

and will contiunue to consin, was lecturing about energy iit, 
get | arger as the 21st For the past couple of decades, scien- an Introduction to Engineering class,“ 

: tists and engineers having been trying and he explainéd®a.vety interesting .« | 
century begins to predict where this new source of idea. Let’s think ahead a.minute aiid, aa 

energy will come from. Some say _ pretend we could fly our space shuttle ' » 
nuclear power using uranium willbe Discovery to the moon. If we could) 

The need for more power isenormous _ the answer, others think it will be so- land the space shuttle’on the moon, 

and will continue to get larger as the _lar power, but the power source which then fill the cargo with’canisters of ‘He 9 
twenty-first century begins. It has seems to be the best answer is fusion. mined from the surface, and bring the 
been estimated that by the year 2050, _ We could use helium three (He) as a__ shuttle back to earth thafHe cargo 
the average use of electrical energy fusion energy source to power the could supply thesentire elettrical 
will be five megawatt hours per per- _ earth for centuries to come. power needs of the United States for 

son per year. For the United States an entire year. That strikes me as an 
alone, this number could be much __ The closest large source of *He is on awful lot of energy, for such a small 
larger since in 1990 the average energy the moon. It is deposited there by so- amount of *He, and in fact the energy 
was 11 megawatt hours per person _ lar wind, which originates in the sun. 
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payback for one kilogram of *He is World Energy Consumption and Resources 
~250. In other words, the energy you 
receive from fusion is 250 times the for the Future 
energy you put into obtaining the *He. 15 
This is amazing considering the pay- TOTAL Cumulative Needs 
back for nuclear fission of uranium is ——p 
~15 and coal combustion is ~11. Of ENERGY 
course the payback of ~250 for *He 10 Nuclear Energy 
does not include the energy needed to Trillion (Fission, Fusion) 

make a fusion plant, and the energy Barrels 

used to make the fusion occur. How- of Oil 
ever, even if we subtract this from the Equivalent 5 
~250, the energy payback is ~ 44, . . 
which is still significantly larger than Recoverable Fossil Fuel a 
all other current forms of energy . (Oil, Gas, Coal) 3 

0 i 

If*He puts out this incredible amount 1980 2000 2020 2040 2060 2080 2100 2120 |s 
° of energy then there are sure to be YEAR 2 

harmful waste products, right? ° 
Wrong, the products of the*Henuclear actual mining of He from the surface. _ will be a major energy crisis if we don’t 
fusion reaction have extremely low ra-__ For instance, one idea is to use solar do something. 

_diation levels. Actually, the amount energy to power the mining equip- 
_» «ee radiation from *He fusion in compari- ment on the moon. These types of There is also an economic factor for fu- 
~ | © sontonuclear fission of uraniumis mi- ideas could be very useful when the _ sion of *He, in that flying to the moon 

/~ “nuscule’ This means that nuclear fu- time comes to actually set up a lunar __ is very expensive. The first couple of 
Je sion of *He will be environmentally *He mining station. flights to the moon to recover *He 

@ = qsale Of course, we should also con- could result in expensive expeditions, 
“_.-\ ~~ Sider the environmental consequences _ If this “He is such a good deal, how _ but with each successive flight, the 

eg ‘ of. mining the “He on the moon. Will come we haven't tried to use it yet? It technology becomes better, the ex- 

® “) “we significantly deplete the resources _ all comes down to engineering a reac-_ penses become smaller, and the return 
maY.* Me (of the moon to the point that we would tor which can successfully fuse the becomes larger. 

p ‘have minimal natural resourcesonthe “He. Scientists and engineers are hav- 
¥ ~ moon and on earth? The answer in _ ing trouble solving the energy contain- _ It is clear that we will need a new en- 

-\ -no,the moonhasalargesourceofHe  ————s ery source to fulfill the growing en- 
? Peek thatwecould generate There is enough 3He _—-“*BY needs of the world. He fusion 
{gone thousand gigawatts per year of could be our best bet in solving this 
| __ power for a thousandyears before we on the moon to last energy crisis. If we can solve our reac- 
would have to worry about depletin; . tor problems and collect *He from the 
| therresources ofthe moon Basically for centuries moon we will leap into the 21st cen- 

‘there is enough’°He on the moonto “~~ S”"”*C#*«éturry with arn abundant new, more en- 
A for centuries, or at least until we ment for the reactors. Fusion reactors vironmentally safe form of energy, 

~~ can find even larget sources of ‘He, need to reach temperatures in excess __ which will last for centuries. 
“6 ewhich are known to occur naturally on of 100 million degrees Kelvin, which 

‘) = thé gaseous giants Jupiter, Saturn, Ura- is obviously not easy obtain or contain. Author Bio: Dan Pierpont is a junior 
* “nus and Neptune. ve # Knowledge about fusion has been _ in Chemical Engineering who wishes 

we bat no steadily increasing over the past few he had more time to go golfing and 
the One difficulty that arises when we get __ years, but there are still many prob- _ skiing. 

(e">» «to moon is that we have to mine the lems. Ideally, we would like to be able 

+ || @He from'the surface. The *He carried __ to solve our fusion difficulties around Resources: 545 cao masiziel 
“> © “by the solat wind is deposited in the _ the beginning of the next century. Doc- |, HiReview of Sie Resouress and’-Sequstane 4 we Pees for Use as Fusion Fuel” by L.J. Wittenberg, E.N. 

- ©” Iuinar regolith, which isthe pulverized tor John Santarius, of the Fusion Tech- Cameron, G.L. Kulcinski, S.H. Ott, J.F. Santarius, 

» “rock found on the’surface the moon. nology Institute here at the University —_ G-l. Sviatoslavsky, I.N. Sviatoslavsky, and H1.E. 
“Because the moon has no atmosphere, _ of Wisconsin, is sure that we will solve romper eur dechnolosy. Nol 2liduly 1922: 

_ the *He has been collecting in the re- _ the fusion reactor problems in the fu- “eee 
golith for billions of years, which ex- _ ture. He explained that progress will 2. Web Site: http://elvis.neep.wisc.edu/ 
plains its abundance. There havebeen probably remain slow, relatively mee pel2/neepena.html Credit to G.L. 
many innovative ideas concerning the speaking, until we realize that there “YS 
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a 
a Faculty Profile: 

a 

Professor S.R. Seshadri 
EE ated from the University of Wis- Seshadri has many concerns about 

” a ' consin and is now ninety years education and one is the length of time 
CF q ae old. Even to this day, Seshadri for an engineering student to get an 

ay Yl ee 4 bei Via still keeps in close contact with undergraduate education. The desire 
Ha 7. (oy this professor. This caused himto of the engineering community and 

ah ERS en i have great respect for the UW and society in general, is for engineering 
% : | made his decision to come to the __ students to acquire the necessary tools 

| \ on eer i/ UW to teach easy. To further ce- they need to become an successful 
5 ‘ tf ment his decision, that professor engineer in four years ( 10% of their 

j § wasa friend of the late Dean Kurt professional lifetime ). However, this 
- %, 8 Wendt, who our library was _ is unrealistic to students for several 

a, V 3 named for. This not withstanding, reasons. Despite these reasons, 

me 2 the dean at Harvard also had Seshadri believes an education can be 
oo 2 strong Wisconsin ties and his fa- _ attained in four years by not teaching 
aut © ther was the well known math- engineering students everything they 

4 ey § ematician in Wisconsin, Van need to know, but by a focus on teach- 

a A Vleck, that another one of our _ ing “the tools to learn everything they 
Professor S.R. Seshadri buildings was named in honor of. _ need to know in the next forty years.” 

One concrete example he gives of how 
Ae finishing missionary school Teaching for Seshadri has been “like to make an engineering education 

in India, where he was indoctri- a life’s mission”. He actively pursues _ shorter is to take ECE220 (Electrody- 

nated into religion at an early age, Dr. _ the study and research of educationin —_ namics-I, 3 credits) and ECE320 (Elec- 

S.R. Seshadri was the pride of his engineering. “Basically laminterested  trodynamics-II, 3 credits) and combine 
school because, unlike most of his in creating and propagating knowl- them into one 5 credit course. The 
classmates, he was not from the up- edge and teaching provides me the average amount of time required for 
per class. With strong support fromhis necessary intellectual stimulation” — the student for one 3 credit engineer- 
family, he ventured forth to Madras _ says Seshadri. In his present research, ing course is 10 hours including the 
University, also in India, to obtain BS _ he is focusing on how to effectively _ time spent in class. However, a student 
and MA degrees in physics. His fam- _ teach students with various academic 
ily further supported him as he started _—_—_—_—_—_— ee 

iis engineering education at the in’ Knowledge can not be generated by working 
die S. c ence, 3 

premier institutes in India. From there from 9 to 5- Professor Seshadri 
eamcvothe VA 
Harvard University, where he got his disadvantages in his ECE classes, in- _ cannot be expected to work more than 
Ph.D. in 1959. “ I had pretty happy  terjecting that strengthening the 50 hours per week, and the course 
times...When I came to HarvardI was “weaker links” improves the class as__ objectives must still be met. He also 
fortunate to be associated with some a whole significantly. He also believes _ believes the typical Junior or Senior 
of the best people in the world.”, in providing a good role model to his can handle no more than 14-15 credits 
Seshadri says. students. Working long hours, center- _ per semester. 

ing his life around his research and 
Seshadri still keeps in touch with the teaching is a given in Seshadri’s job. _ In addition, other problems to a four 
professor that guided him at Harvard. In one quote, he told me with strong _ year education are found by those stu- 
That professor, who had a strong in- conviction, “Knowledge can not be dents just starting out. “In a high 
fluence on Seshadri, originally gradu- generated by working from 9 to 5.” school education there are many omis- 
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sions and students find upon coming over the world came to the United _ Inclosing, professor Seshadri is a wel- 

to the University, the jump is very big. States because the education was “the come teacher of education who has 
It is necessary to start very slow inthe best”. However, in recent times the many bright ideas as he looks toward 
Freshman and Sophomore years and educational attractiveness has some-_ the future and reflects on the past. 
slowly increase” Seshadri says. Thus, what declined. Three main arguments | However, in the present he sees prob- 
many students need to initially start are used by him to argue this position. lems in the amount of time it takes to 
slow with the number of credits they They sum up all that 
take each semester and ramp up the was good about the ~ 
credit load over time; the peak num- US system and is fail- Intelligence Is nothing more 

ber of credits should then be taken ing now, and they are: than recalling prior experience 
during their Senior year. In further _ self discovery through 
complication, however, the typical experimentation, the “™———TTT 
engineering student finds it hard to opportunity to bea teaching assistant get an education and the problems 
take more than 4 or 5 courses and thus or give seminars, and the high level _ with the attractiveness of an education 
ends up taking 5 or more years to _ of professional ethics. Self discovery in the US. In his last closing remark, 
graduate. through experimentation gave stu- Seshadri ventures, “Hard work and 

dents a high level of individualityand honesty are the two pillars” and we 
As might be obvious, the time period _ creativity while seeing theory inaction must work to build on these as they 
taken by students isa large issue with first hand; this is still done, but the are our only hope. 

Seshadri. Seshadri said, “Intelligence number of labs have been reduced 
is nothing more than recalling prior over the years and lab equipment has Author Bio: Rob Nelson is an ECE 
experience.” “We have to be able to gotten out of date. Next, teaching a Senior. I’m looking toward the future 
educate the students to recall that prior class and giving seminars really tested _ with anticipation for the things ahead. 
experience quickly. Just by letting the a students knowledge, because there __ I’m lucky to be at such a great univer- 
students wander and finishinalonger are no short cuts or opportunities to _ sity and wish you all the best of luck. 
periods of time, we are making a seri- _ get outside help in this way. This has 
ous compromise on the quality ofedu- also declined somewhat, with time. Fi- 
cation.” Seshadri adds with a gentle nally, in professional ethics, Seshadri 
aura of confidence, “I think this 126 told me a story that 
credits of courses is way toomanyand in India, the stu- 
I think we can reduce it and fulfillour dents taking exams * * 
objective at the same time.” Being an were watched very US. Navy Engineering 
engineering student, I know from ex- closely for cheating . an . . 
perience, the long period of time to get during tests with _ | Get your start in engineering in the U.S. Navy working on some 

2 . : of the most sophisticated mechanical, electrical, and reactor 
an education seems way too long. one monitor for ev- | oor trol systems in th Id. Nuclear-Trained Naval Offi 

systems In the world. Nuclear-Traine ava. icers are 

. . ery ten students. top-of-the-class engineers who supervise the operation of 

A pitfall to shortening the time ofedu- Many students complex nuclear propulsion plants and modern weapons and 
cation, he admits, is that there comes _ would readily cheat sensor systems on cruisers, aircraft carriers, and submarines. 
a time when too fast of a pace of learn- _ if given the opportu- 
ing is pushed on students. In this nity. However,com- _ | Being on the Navy Nuclear Team puts you in an elite group and 
event, what the student does is “he ing to the United delivers unequaled management and technical training. 

prepares for one course when that ex- States, he fondly re- . 
amination is there and he neglects all members a student Bete elite: Division of DOE) Engineer Certificati 
the others. He is always out of sync getting the blue |’ 56000 ee vision © ) Engineer Certification 

. fs . election Bonus 
with all the courses, he is never up to books for a three |. Competitive Starting Salary 
date in any course.” Seshadri says. hour exam and, |. Over $65,000 Salary in Just 5 Years 

The ability of the student to learn is | without anyone po- a 
thus crippled. However, it might be _ licing the students, You may ually ifyou: oo . 
emphasized that he is not advocating he was ghastly sur- | * Te ee Cee ck chemistry, math, or 
picking up the pace of education, but prised to find no |, es aS) Cidzen , 
a whole scale reduction in the num- cheating whileatthe |. Are no more than 26 Years old 
ber of credits taken, credits that the whole time the pro- 
student doesn’t necessarily need fessor was absent. For more Information Contact: 

As is obvious today, LT Erik Grimsrud 
Lastly, Seshadri has strong views on _ ethics has declined a Director of Engineering Programs 
the educational system in the United _ lot from what it once (800),558:0068 
States. At one time, people from all was. 
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When Interviewing 

Becomes Your Life 

. preselection title enables you to sign 
up on a day designated only for 

ae a preselected recruits. This means that 
a a : you can come at anytime you choose 
A _ @ on the day before the schedule opens. 

4 is / ) Z If, however, you are preselected and 

2 Se | ‘ q forget to sign up, you loose the guar- 

: W es “| Pepin : . anteed interview. The consequence for 
j : ~~ this mistake is that you must now 

“i F . 7 scramble for a chance to interview 
| A é CC ia, along with everyone else. 

f A ee “a 3 After getting an interview, you must 
si a gen 4 E begin to prepare. Preparation includes 

m= > = } § researching the company and attend- 
7 ba @ ing their open house. Both of these op- 

Bo pe See 4 % portunities give you the chance to 

al 3 learn everything you can about them. 

Often during an interview, the interviewer gives the prosepective This not only makes you knowledge- 
employee information on the goals and expectations of their company. —_ able about what job opportunities they 

have available, but it allows you to be- 
[ierviewins isa very important part a spot on the interview list. Youarenot come acquainted with the people and 

of your education. It represents ev- alone in this quest, some students ac- the company prior to the interview. 
erything that you have strived forand tually camp out on the Engineering | Remember to ask any questions that 
aspired to become...a professional. As — Hall couches. Many fellow engineers will help you figure out if this is the 
graduation draws near, it is difficult are patiently waiting for 7:15 A.M. place for you. After all, it is your ca- 
to balance all the demands of this fi- when the doors of the ECS office open. __ reer. 
nal semester. Despite all the stress, this | Now for those of you who are not en- 
is the reason you have worked sohard. —_ gineers, I am certain this sounds ri- Sonow you know about the company: 
You desire a career that will give you diculous. But our open interview pro- _ their goals, training programs and em- 
challenging experiences, various re- cess works on a first come, first serve ployees. The actual interview is the 
sponsibilities, continuous growth and _ basis. So, if YOU WANE tO i1)~ emt 

endless opportunities. This allsounds _ terview witha specific com- A é, = i 
straight forward, but the journey — pany, you must do what- An engineer interviewee's 

through education has been longand _ ever it takes to secure your- life begins at 5:00, before the 
tough. Little do you realize, ithas only _ self a spot. This is your fu- 
just begun. You are about to reach the _ ture! sun even comes up 
most difficult and twisting road: the a 
road of interviewing. For some interviewees, the 

early morning routine may vary. These _ next step. This is where it all pays off. 
An engineering interviewee’s life be- people are called “preselects”. They _ Everything that you have learned in 
gins at 5:00 A.M., before the sun even have been selected by the company, in _ school is going to come together. Now 
comes up. You must get down to the advance, to interview. Usually the _ is the time to sell yourself. Since you 
Engineering Career Service (ECS) of- preselected interviewee is notified by have done your research, you know 
fice to wait in the long tedious line for either a phone call or a letter. The _ that you are interested in their specific 
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is - vev AR? ooh 
Presenting yourself well is a must when os Ly Sa : [ 4 YY pute 
interviewing for the "big job". ie * i wed App ae 

opportunities and you want thiscom- “ideal” job. These ae wt Ziyy & - oe as PS N Co 
pany to be interested in you! may include the oy FE: , meee we Yo 

people, location, | 9% Ee ie yy au ee 
Don’t forget to geta business cardand training, advance- cel Be ha Ui i ran “Me : : : 1 Wk 5 el al ame 
thank the company for coming to Wis- _ ment, benefits and ee } Fa vy 7 eel Fa, es 
consin to recruit. The next step is wait- | wage. Compare the iaNT Ek Pre oe eas 
ing to hear... rejection or second inter- factors thatare most | beg : 
view. Even though rejections can be important to you maa 

disappointing, use each as a learning and find the com- Set your college course for smooth sailing at the Regent Apartments. Call 

tool to help you in future interviews. pany that most fits our cruise lines today for a free tour at 258-4900 or 1-800-456-0223. 
your needs, desires 

Second interviews are exciting. They and future. Keep in L GC 
usually mean travel, hotels, dinners, mind: this is your +i, 

fun and more information about the — decision. d CGCH 
company. Second interviews include ae 
either a plant visit or an office visit. Interviewing is ex- Apartments 
This interview is a little more intimi- tremely time con- 1402 Regent Street 
dating, since it is not on your own ter- suming but neces- Madison, WI 53711 

ritory. However, itisa great way tosee sary. You must bear 
the working atmosphere, to meet more in mind that school 
co-workers and to learn about the is still a priority. 

company’s benefits, advancement and Without a degree, a job offer will not | Author Bio: Trisha Scott is an Indus- 
training. Most importantly, the inter- do any good. Even though it is diffi- _ trial Engineering major and has finally 
view will help you decide if you and cult, remember that attending class, _ closed this interviewing chapter of her 
the company are right for each other. _ completing homework and projects, _ life. YES!! 

maintaining involvement in extra-cur- 
The company might give you an offer _ ricular activities and studying for ex- 
at this time, but do not feel pressured ams is still important. Balancing and 
into saying “yes” right away. Take budgeting your time is essential dur- 
some time, look over all of the infor- ing this hectic semester. There is a light 

mation and make an educated deci- at the end of this tunnel, it’s called 

sion. It may be a good idea to list the graduating and saying “Yes, I accept 
most important aspects of your your offer!” 
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Parking Problems Driving You 
a ooo Crazy?: Vision 2000 Paves Way for 

New Parking Ramp 

V ision 2000, which started ten create. In order to implement Vision proposed project is to build covered 
years ago, is the College of 2000, $100 million must be raised to walkways to connect the buildings on 

Engineering’s (COE) plan to expand cover construction costs. The goal of _ the engineering campus. “This will be 
and update facilities for students and _ the COE is to have this money by the an important step to building rapport 
faculty in order to improve the qual- year 2000. between faculty and students, ” said 
ity of education. According to Dean Dean Bollinger. The Dean went on to 
Bollinger, “[Vision 2000] isacampaign Currently, the engineering campus has _ explain that the walkways would en- 
to establish the College of Engineer- a space deficit of 160, 000 square feet. courage faculty and students to take 
ing as a leader in engineering educa- To make up for the space deficit, COE advantage of all of the buildings on 
tion, techonolgy and research for the __ rents office space all over the UW cam- campus not just the one which houses 
twenty-first century.” pus. In addition, many faculty offices their departments. 

are combined with labs in an attempt 
Vision 2000 includes plans for a new _ to use what space the COE does have One final aspect of Vision 2000 deals 
builiding, remodeling many existing _ to its fullest extent. Because of this | with what is perhaps one of the big- 
facilities, and funding for scholarships. space deficit, a big problem on the en- _ gest problems on the engineering cam- 
As result of this modernization, the — gineering campus is the lack of work- pus: lack of parking. This problem 
state will build a parking ramp where — shop space and storage for student affects not only the COE, but the en- 
Lot 17 currently stands, due to the lose _ projects. tire university. The Madison campus 
of parking areas that construction will has the worst parking ratio in the Big 

= x The most publicized part Ten. There are 195 spaces for every 
- of Vision 2000 is the Engi- one thousand people. 

© PARKING LOT 17 neering Centers Building 
(ECB), which is being To improve the parking situation on 

S TA D | U NM planned toalleivatesome _ the southwest corner of campus, Lot 
of the space needs of the 17 will be replaced by a parking ramp 

: College of Engineering. which will give approximately 300 
PERMIT REQUIRED roa Bollinger feels the more spaces. Lot v is the oe 

is “...a crucial step for arking lot between Engineering Hal 
TAM- 5 PM MON-FRI acheiving leaning a6 it a ue Randall Sodium” The 

V | Sl TO R S U SE will house a student lead- ramp is being constructed to make up 
ership center, workshop _ for the lost parking created by Vision 

i M ETERS 0 NLY areas for student projects, 2000's plans to build on surface lot 14 
the technical communica- _ (between General Engineering and the 
tions certificate (TCC) temporary buildings on Breese Ter- 

ca program and several fo- race, will be replaced by the new En- 

Baas = Ore - cused research centers. gineering Centers Building). 

: “NOV sete a Vision 2000 is already un- All parking on campus is controlled 
: DEC 3,7,10,13,29,26 2 - derway. The renovation by the University Department of 

| JAN 3,4.9,17,18,4 6 28 | of the Material Science Transporation. The ramp itself is be- 
oP REB: 67.M112,14,1 26 eo | and Engineering build- ing entirely paid for by the state. It 

~ MARCH 1,8,13,14,1,20,21,22 | . sar gig milli “ih efi Permit Required Al Ties al ing, costing six million will cost $16 million, but in time, rev- 
ANN dollars, half of which enue from the ramp is expected to pay sas —_ ae - comes from the state, is for the cost of construction and main- 

Lot 17 wil soon be replaced with a parking the first stage. Another tenance. This amount is not included 
ramp which is part of Vision 2000. 
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in the Vision 2000 plan because the Because of the COE’s unique location do use public transporation, ride bi- 
COE does not have any control over with proximity to Camp Randall, the _ cycles or carpool, there are still many 
parking on its campus. ramp will also be used for athletic people who like the convience of hav- 

events, just as Lot 17 is now. During ing their own car on campus. Ina UW 
The importance of a close relationship —_ athletic events, Lot 17 is used as spe- _ poll, reported in the Isthmus (April 26, 
with industry, creates a need for visi- cial events parking. Faculty, who pay 1996), “88% of respondants claimed 
tor parking on the engineering cam- $400 a year fora parking permitin Lot that no incentive would get them ona 
pus. Everyday, between 150 and 200 17, are not allowed to park in the lot bus.” This attitude may be on the rise 
representatives of industry visit the on such occasions. Generally, this is as more students are commuting from 
campus. According to Dean Bollinger, not a problem, however, with the areas outside of Madison. The bottom 

— es added visitor line is that many people, students and 
The ramp will cost $1 6 million. parking in the faculty, are not ready to give up their 

. = ramp, this situa- | own vehicles. Therefore, the parking 

revenue from the ramp Is expected tioncouldbeim- spaces which will be lost due to stages 
. roved even _ of Vision 2000, such as the construc- 

to pay for the cost of construction EGE, tion of the new Engineering Centers 
1 SEE Building, need to be replaced. 

“The COF’s biggest problem isthatwe Most of the concern around this 
have no visitor parking.” Many of _ project has to do with what kind ofan While the parking ramp will provide 
these representives are on the campus impact the ramp will have on traffic. 300 more parking spaces than are cur- 
to interview students for internships, Dean Bollinger feels that there willbe rently available, it’s main intent is not 
co-ops and permanent employment. virtually no impact on the traffic flow for extra parking, but to compensate 

The new ramp will hopefully provide because the number of added spaces _ for that which will be lost due to build- 

more parking for visitors. Dean in the ramp will be countered by the _ ing construction. The College of En- 
Bollinger would like to see the ramp absence of other surface lots. He also _ gineering wants to moderize its facili- 
fully computerized, with access codes feels that people are constantly com- _ ties in order to educate engineers for 
given to vistors allowing them en- ing and going so there aren’t really the twenty-first century. Vision 2000 
trance to the ramp at the expense of any specific times when traffic is ex-_ was created for this purpose, and the 
the host organization. tremely congested. There willbe two need for a new parking ramp was cre- 

access routes to the ramp: one from ated by the plans included in Vision 

Currently, visitors to the engineering Randall Ave. by way of Engineering — 2000. 
campus have to fight with students for _ Drive (the road in front of Engineer- 
the few metered spots in front of en- ing Hall), and the other will be anew Author Bio: Jennifer Schultz and 
gineering hall. These spots are usu- drive between the Mechanical Engi- Michelle Truscott are very talented 
ally filled by 7:45 a.m. During special neering building and the new Engi- editors. They also know every song 
events, such as EXPO and CareerCon- neering Centers Building. There will that comes on the radion no matter 
nections, the meters are bagged to re- be no access from Breese Terrace. what station is playing. Now that is 

serve spots. The COE pays a fee to truely amazing! 
the Department of Transporation inor- Parking has always been an issue on 
der to have this done. campus. While a number of people 

Madison's Five Star Hotel 
SS ¢ Convenient Campus Location 

| BOA le a Ee ae @ Conference Rates 

eS @ Plaza Cafe / Lounge 

Howard Johnson Plaza-Hotel * iigiea Paul : Whnipesl 
525 West Johnson Street ¢ Madison, 53703 ¢ Complimentary Parking 

(608) 251-5511 « 1-800-654-2000 
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“La Familia” 

NX a large university, it may seem various seminars each semester. These chapter, their winning display in- 
difficult to get involved with a include workshops from résumé writ- cluded everything from home-made 

group where you feel youcanmakea ing to leadership skill building. Work- salsa, made on the spot, to dancing 
difference. Although this might be the _ shops are also given at the SHPE con- provided by the members. Another 
case elsewhere, it does not happenin ferences held nationally. The chapter event that SHPE is continuously in- 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison does not limit its boundaries to the _ volved in is the bi-annual Engineering 
chapter of the Society of Hispanic Pro- university level. It extends its pro- EXPO held on campus. In the EXPO 
fessional Engineers (GHPE). SHPE is — grams into the community, as well. _ held the spring of ‘95, the organization 
a national organization whose main SHPE devotes some of its time tutor- _ was given the honor of formally pre- 
objective is to promote Hispanic in- ing local area middle school students _ senting the Descendant’s Fountain. As 
volvement in fields of science and en- in order to help students to reach their always, this was done with flair and 
gineering. Nationally, there are thirty- _ potential. enthusiasm with several dancing 
one professional chapters and 109 stu- groups and speakers. 
dent chapters. Even though it is a young organiza- 

tion, SHPE has competed with other Talking about SHPE is one thing that 
The Madison chapter of SHPEisarela- organizations in numerous activities. | every member seems to enjoy doing. 
tively young organization. It was One of the latest awards thatSHPEcan If you are interested in the organiza- 
founded in 1991 by two students who, _ boastis for the display they created for _ tion, direct e-mail to the SHPE account 
after being exposed to the national Engineering Week in spring ‘96.SHPE at SHPE@caelab1.cae.wisc.edu. Their 
organization, realized that it would be took part in the Display of Societies web page can also be visited to obtain 
beneficial to have a chapter at the Uni- held by the College of Engineering. further information. The address is 
versity of Wisconsin. Afteralotofhard Along with information about the — http://www.cae.wisc.edu/~shpe/. 

work, the wheels were finally set in a 

motion. Steady recruitment by people oe . ' 
affiliated with the organization has led ~ ; eo = 

to increased membership. Part of the 7 | \ mm ft § 
reason for this increase is due to the | | ‘ “ — £ _ _ a. 
fact that there is a very comfortable io " , » | | 

atmosphere within the group. Among | a 4 r 4 oa 

the members, the organization is re- ‘Se , > aa i bs 

ferred to as “La Familia,” (the family) . me mm 
witha place for everyone. Sophomore | ; re 

Raquel D’Onghia stated, “It supports f | oe iy 

you not only academically, but so- cal / aa os 
cially, as well. There are people there | ae a Ee one 
that care about you and can help you } _ [ 4 h warms a Ea . a 

with any problems, not just academ- mo (aN ave, Fa) 4 
ics. It’s not just a place to go get infor- on a Leas CY ‘ os 

mation about industry, but a place to he Se 40" a 3 
feel welcome, make friends, and relax b Es ‘ € A > Ee 

from your engineering classes.” 7 we ‘ : a 2 ] . & 

The SHPE chapter is dedicated to a akan 8 

helping its members reach their full- i aE : 8 

est potential. They do this by holding SHPE members gather around their display during a student 
organization fair held for E-week. 
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UW engineers are ready to take on 7 
MANNS ees nae ESal ARIZONA STATE 

And our Professional/Technical UNIVERSITY 

Reference Department Research assistantships for doctoral study are 
is ready to help. available as part of the prestigious Arizona 

‘ State University Graduate Scholars Program 
www.protechnica.com (UGSP). Awards are for three years and 

include a stipend of $18000 per year 
(including half-time summer pay) and all fees 

— , a (valued at $8303). Superior credentials are 
eeevectirlk E required for this highly selective program. 

Outstanding students with a_ bachelor’s 
degree can apply directly to the Ph.D. 
program. The award recipients will study 

C Search our database of over 2,000 titles. under the direction of nationally recognized 
© Special Order system second to none. scholars. Areas of study include: solid state 
C1 Place your order through our secure server. electronics, power, electromagnetics, and 
CJ We ship worldwide, anytime, anywhere. signal processing. Selected award candidates 

will be offered visits to the ASU campus. 
Applicants must be U.S. citizens. Application 

The UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE| | deadline is March 15, 1997. 
711 State St. / (608) 257-3784 / 1-800-993-BOOK : + . . : 

SS iemunitice ASU, the nation’s sixth largest university on 
a single campus, has -43,000_ students 

Maa tes sft: located in the Phoenix metopolian area. 
The Residence Hall That Suits Your Style... P , 

Spacious, furnished rooms Additional information on the Department of 
Comfortable, friendly atmosphere Electrical Engineering is available at: 

Flexible meal plans available Web Site: http://www.eas.asu.edu:7001/ 
Games Room, Fitness Center For applications information contact: 

Computer Lab and Free Tutors!!! Phone: (602)965-3590 

oo E-mail: joseph.palais @asu.edu 
Only 2 blocks from Engineering School Mail: 

1815 University Avenue Director of Graduate Programs 
608-231-2712 Department of Electrical Engineering 
1-800-833-6099 Arizona State University 

Call Today for Your Free Brochure Tempe, Az 85827-5706 

continued from pg. 11. Throw the Survey Out the Window!! uniformity among people. If nothing 
| 1s this survey serve any purpose to _ else, this proves that we are all unique 

“They carry TI-85s with them wher- us? Ona practical level, probably not. _ individuals, capable of retaining our 
ever they go.” Maybe technology suc- No social injustices were uncovered, own personality traits even as we all 
ceeded in switching from slide rules and no abusive situations were un- pass through the same doors every 
to calculators. Others usually re- veiled. However, each person that was __ day. The stereotypes just serve to try 
sponded with a simple “no” and no _ surveyed claimed to know an engi- _ to find some common bond that links 
accompanying explanation, or with, neering student, and was probably __ us together. So is the engineering ste- 
“Engineering students are not geeks basing their opinions on the people __reotype really all that bad? 
with glasses, always in the books,” or _ they knew. So maybe the outsider’s 
some version of this. view is a valid one, as wellasourown. Author Bio: Diana Zeller is a senior 

Look at the level of uncertainty ornon- in Industrial Engineering. 
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From The Home Office in 
Madison, Wisconsin... 

Top 10 Reasons To Choose Private Student Housing! 

10. Furnished suites give you the privacy 
| you want, and the space you need, You Do Have A 
|9. Our paid utilities take the heat off your . 
| wallet! Choice! 
| 8. If it's dirty we'll clean it. If it's broken, 
| we'll fix it with on-site housekeeping & Come and see what UW Students 

|__ maintenance services! have known for over 30 years - 
| 7, Our fitness center gives the "Freshman - 3 ‘: 

| 45" a whole new meaning! Come to live in Madison, but 
| 
|6. Need answers? Our 24 hour service COME TO LIFE! At The Towers! 
| desk has them! 
5. Free tutoring & Computer Center will ; ; 

help uroring & omp Call us today for more information at elp you make the grade! . 

4. Don't want to shower with 50 of your 1-800-ON-BUCKY ! Or stop in ANYTIME for 
| closest friends? Try our private baths! complete tour! 

3. Our DINE ANYTIME food service means = 3 

cold pizza breakfasts are a thing of the 1h 

past. Hie tou GO ag 
2. You shop, eat and study on State GGL ui 

Street. See why living there is just too 502 N. Froness St. © Medison. Wt 63703 » Phone (608) 2570701 
cool! | 

1. Because you have a choice! Ho fs a Not Mereotypes {Nt 

a 
AMT 
COLMAN 

COMPANY, 
CEE LY 

(COPISHAS earn Associate Design Engineers 
SICAL IOI Ol - , ivisi SUBS ) DV) 4 Y The Siebe/Barber-Colman Company, Aerospace/Power Controls Division, 

aw tS will be recruiting entry level engineers on Wednesday, February 19, 1997. 
as io Interview scheduling will be conducted through the Engineering Career 

BETTER BREAD. BETTER SUBS. ¢ O Services (ECS) recruiting program. We will be seeking May/August 1997 
i 5 BSEE, BSME graduates for several Associate Design Engineer positions that 

Co USINS H ours ¥ - will be available in the summer and fall of 1997. These positions are located 
West Campus M-Thurs: 8:00-8:00 in our Rockford, IL facility. Rockford is located approximately 90 miles west 
1407 University Ave _ Fri: 8:00-7:00 of Chicago, IL and 90 miles south of Madison, WI. 

259-0777 Sat: 8:00-6:00 We require a minimum of a 2.8/4.0 GPA and prefer students with practical 
F 0770 Sun: 8:00-4:00 engineering internship experience in hardware and/or software design. The 
‘ax 259-077 un: 8: ° selected individuals will be responsible for technical design of minor parts 

and sub-assemblies and learning and applying company design standards. 
The selected candidates must be willing to relocate. Excellent communica- 
tion skills, both verbal and written, are a prerequisite. An interest in power 

electronics, aerospace components, environmental control systems, and/or 

turbomachinery is necessary. 

eee Suey ee ———__— ol The Siebe/Barber-Colman Aerospace/Power Controls Division is a progres- 
= oe sive, growth-oriented company with a successful 103-year history. We offer 
Be as) in a competitive salary and comprehensive benefit package. If you would like 

e = lL further information on our company, please review our company literature on 
oo * 4 oe Le | file with the Engineering Career Services Library. If, after reviewing this 

_ Asian | Jorn x6 Cooking | information, you are interested in interviewing with us on February 19 and 
— ~ ~ a meet the criteria specified above, please contact ECS at the following address 

and/or number: 
SMA . 8 Engineering Career Services 
r= ® stem 5S U . Ss h 1150 Engineering Hall ¢ 1415 Engineering Drive 

Madison, WI 53706-1691 
S EM nion Sout (608) 262-3471 

M-F, Il am - 1:30 pm “Siebe/Barber-Colman Encourages Work Force Diversity” 
, An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V 

A Siebe Group Company 
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The Staff of the Wisconsin Engineer 

onathan William Furniss has been a ay] ey | 
with the Wisconsin Engineer for over i 1 | “ | 

three years. During this time he has | | 
managed to hold almost every position . Ler i 
on staff including Editor-in-Chief, Gen- J — e i = - 

eral Manager, Circulation Manager, j y eG g . o % 

writer, production staff, drink mixer, go- . ‘ 3 v5, ! iS \ 29 ier y 
pher, and the list continues. Basically, ae sb Ate tia oo jt , 

Jon has done it all when it comes to help- gaa : dim 

ing out the magazine's staff. ea ' ' 

This past December Jon finally gradu- i ‘ a as | 

ated with a degree in Mechanical Engi- A a ~~ Wa 
: : ea | 

neering. There were times when we all P 

wondered if Jon really wanted to gradu- : Pcl 

ate and get a job, or if he was just enjoy- sae 

ing his current job as a full-time student. SSS 
i im luck in hi j d 

ne wish him luck in his new Jeb an’ Jon has shared many good times with the staff of the Wisconsin 
jopesthatzhe never forgets.his fiends Engineer, and above is one of those times. 

back in Madison still working on the 9 , . 
magazine. And just for old times sake a 
we would like to say a. en . 
"WOOO0000000000000 a ae iS 
WHOOOOOOOOOOO0O00OD!!!" fa te | 

a — Ls 
a a ae 

4 Ge -— _ 

§ pysnop |; ; Bs sl 

WE SPECIALIZE IN: ln : oe 
Custom Color Calendars Newsletters | — ” 3 
Custom Mouse Pads Reports 2 , 

Brochures Resumes , 
Manuals Theses [ 

FAX Self Service Discounts . 

Color Copies Transparencies 
We have a wide variety of colored paper. 
envelopes, weights. sizes. and textures ee 
to choose from. be hag, 

HOURS Lal 

=” =| P 

Friday 7.30-7:00 
Saturday 10:00-5:00 
Sunday 12:00-5:00 

Free Pick-Up and Delivery 

251-2936 - 
FAX # 608-251-4279 

1314 West Johnson Street Jon is in one of his usual go-lucky-kick-up- 
(in Randall Tower) your-heels-and-let-the-sunshine-in moods. 
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ee a poe oe: 
oe JustQneMore oo 

oo 

Many of us have often wondered Put W/T in for P in equation (1). From equation (6) we see that 
what the key to success was. How Money approaches infinity as 
does one succeed in today’s busi- This yields: Knowledge approaches 0, regard- 
ness world. Well, after extensive K=W/T (A). less of the amount of Work being 
calculation and study, we have de- done. 
termined that by applying some Put M in for T in equation (4), and 
simple algebra to some trite _ this gives: What this MEANS is: 
phrases and clichés, a new under- K=W/M (5). W =M*K (7). 
standing can be reached of the se- 
cret to wealth and success. Now we've got something. Ex- Work equals Money times Knowl- 

panding our equations back into edge. 
Here it goes: English, we get: 

From equation (7) we see that 
Knowledge is Power Knowledge equals Work over Work approaches 0 as Knowledge 
Time is Money and as every engi- Money. approaches 0. 
neer knows, 
Power is Work over Time. What this MEANS is that: Overall, what this MEANS is: 

The stupid rich do little or no 
So, substituting algebraic equa- 1. The more you know, the more work. 
tions for these time worn bits of _ work you do and 
wisdom, we get: 2. The more you know, the less Working out the socioeconomic 

K=P (1) money you make. implications of this breakthrough 
T=M (2) is left as an exercise for the reader. 
P=W/T (3). Solving for Money, we get: 

M=W/K (6). Contributed by Neil Burgard from 
Now, do a few simple substitu- an unknown source. 
tions: Money equals Work over Knowl- 

edge. 

é,  e sacrotiilat ione ta tha \Wlnariq F =~ MW BONQFatulallOnsS TO tne VVOniq SN 
[C.=.r_—me : es ec reeerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrTrt—t—‘“‘ORCN 

fF Ab amninn PDOCCRKIDAV DARYVCHMaA 
L Cc NAMDION GREEN BAY PACKERS! | a ile MpiOl dN AIL RIN DPNT PENINEINO:. 

\ ‘The trophyisnowathome! 7 
— LL 
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QO. Graduating? What next? 

A. Put your Engineering Degree to work 

in a technical sales career with Power/mation! 

e 

Power/mation: 

Automation Technology Since 1961 

With offices located throughout the Midwest, we offer the best technical sales 

opportunities for the new graduate! 

We offer one of the best comprehensive training programs designed specifically for you. 

Our program includes... 

Product Training 
Attend a variety of factory schools and vendor training seminars. 

Work with several of our primary manufacturers and their application engineering staff. 

Learn the skills necessary for application problem solving. 

Business Operation Overview 
Understand the automation distribution industry and how the overall business operates. 

Spend time working in each operation area. 

Sales Development Training 
Utilize our mentoring system with our experienced sales representatives. 
Learn the basics of sales call planning, customer needs analysis, quote preparation and 

account management. 

Explore an opportunity to realize your goals and achieve financial rewards! 

For more information send your resume with an introductory letter to: 

Power/mation division, inc.® 
W238 N1690 Rockwood Drive 

Waukesha, WI 53188 

Susan Muenter 
800/242-2060
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